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DB-1900 Low-Background
Measuring Device of Alpha and Beta

LIU Hongquang GAN Jingbang CHEN Qi ZHAO Yunqing

(Sichuan Institute of Materials &. Technology t Chengdu)

ABSTRACT

The device is a box-type detector used to measure the emissivity of Alpha and

Beta from dry samples under 2n geometry in radionuclide metrology. It is composed

of a high efficiency a (3 detector with electrostatic screen of zero potential [patent

ZL92 1 11938. 0 (in China)] and anticoincidence detector in lead chamber,and has

been reasonably combined with double anticoincidence technique to form integral e-

quipment. The characteristics of the device are as follows: It can stably measure the

emissivity of Alpha and Beta from dry samples with less surface conductivity (the

surface resistance of the samples; <C1013 ft) in detector. It can measure Beta emis-

sivity from samples in which Alpha coexist with Beta, and discrimination between

Alpha and Beta emissivities can be made simultaneously by two paths. It is a good

quantitative means for measuring Alpha and Beta radiation in radiometry, radiation

protection and environmental protection. It could be used to measure weak radiativi-

ty of Alpha and Beta samples from scientific reaserach,minerals,building materials,

plastics, medicinal materials, seas and oceans biology, et al.



INTRODUCTION

The radiation of a and (3 widely exists coexistently in nature. The mediums for

weak radiation and low emissive samples are various. Their compositions are comp

lex. Their densities are inconstant and changeful. All this makes the emitting spec-

tra of Alpha and Beta from dry samples softened and varied. When the plane

sources with constant energy spectrum and emissivity are being used to calibrate de-

tective efficiency of instrument, the emissive quantity from samples is all being cor-

rected with this efficiency» necessarily» the loss of particles with low energy will

cause bigger distortion of this emissivity from samples. Simultaneously, the emissivi-

ty of plane sources of Beta as carbon and tritium can not accurately calibrated. Chi-

nese and foreign scholars have carrid out a series of investigation in this regard.

Those detectors such as possess lower detective efficiency Au-Si surface barrier de-

tector , ZnS and organic scintillation detector. The detectors with bigger sensitive

area are used to raise the examination and determination limits for weak radiation

samples. The measuring effect of Beta is not improved. "A multiwire proportion

counter with electric screen of zero potential" is introducted in Ref [ l ] . It can solve

a difficult problem of unstability which is usually met in measuring samples with

less surface conductivity in detector. It can highly effectively detect the radiations of

Alpha and Beta. "A single wire array proportion counter with counter windows" is

adopted in Ref [2] . "A multiwire proportion counter with counter windows" is il-

lustrated in Ref [3] . Its grid may be partitioned into two or more sensitive areas.

All of these detectors can only measure either kind of the radiation. When they are

used to discriminate emissivity of Alpha and Beta from coexistence samples, they

only can be separately used. "A sandwich 4. 5" dia, 2n proportion gas-flow counter

for simultaneous Alpha and Beta counting" is reported in Ref [4]]. It is built to be

directed against emissivity of sandwich plastic film source. "Alpha and Beta contin-

uous air monitor for simultaneous measuring" is reported in Ref [5] . "Alpha-Beta

low-level planchet counting for measurement" is introducted in Ref [6] . "A double-

layer scinitillation detector" is explained in Ref [7]. Although Alpha and Beta all

could be simultaneously discriminated by last two detector, the two detectors can

not fulfil the requirement of measuring emissivity from dry sample. Since mixed e-

missivity signal of Alpha and Beta is output by one path, the energy discriminating

technology can difficultty fulfill the requirment of highly efficiently and simultane-

ously discriminting. Reasons of their signal alteration and electric circles are diffi-
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cultly consummated on two radiations t because the cut-off energy exists highly on

two radiations. Thus, the lower detective efficiency and inconsistency are caused.

1 BASIC PRINCIPLE

1. 1 Test Method of (he Emissivily of Alpha and Beta

Under the working-gas CH4 , the main-anode of high efficiency a J3 detector

with electric screen of zero-potential is put at the corresponding measuring high-

voltage of Alpha and Beta. Separately measure the count-rates for a background

(ni«b» n<*b) and contained background Oik., ity) from samples. When the correction

factor of the dead time for measuring system (Ki) and the loss of little energy par-

ticles (ATm) are considered, the emissivity (?i0) is computed by Eq. 1.

M0(o0 = («!„ • Kj — nlah) ' Km ( l a )

KA - «cPb) • Km • K.c Q b )

Where: KH = (1 —rd •« ,„) , or X d = (1 —rd • «cp)"1, Km= ( 1 — a , « V ) - 1 , rd is

the dead time of measuring system, ai is the slope which discriminating plateau

curves are classified to one, V is the discriminating threshold potential ( " V " ) .

When V tends to zero, Km is near one, the detective efficiency is near 100%. The

instrument reaches optimum prerequisites. When the circles are the anticoincident

to eliminate Beta background in measuring true Beta from a sample, Beta-emissivity

is computed by Eq. lb . Where-. ?jcpand Mcph are the count-rates at anticoincident out-

put, which has and not has background. K*c is the loss of corecting factor on antico-

incidence. Its quantity may be selected to one in most instruments with eliminated

Beta background. When Beta measuring under the anticoincidence, it is determined

in the light actual condition.

1. 2 Simultaneously Discriminating Method on the Emissivity of Alpha and Beta

It is logical to assume that a detector can supply two paths output, it is a high

efficiency a (3 detector with electric screen of zero-potential. Depending on anticoin-

cidence we can simultaneously achieve discrimination of Alpha and Beta.

When a high-voltage electric field on main-anode of a high efficiency a (3 detec-

tor with electric screen of zero-potential is exerted on Beta high voltage plateau, a

high-voltage electric field on it's vice-anode is bound to Alpha high-voltage plateau.

When a sample to be tested of simultaneous emitting Alpha and Beta is laid both
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cathode and electric screen plan of zero-potential, main-anode is outputting mixed

signal C«ipc (a+p)] of (a+P) emissivities, vice-anode is outputting single signal n

(a) of a emissivity. After two paths' signals are treated by double anticoincidence

to eliminate Beta background and to implement mathematics subtraction, immedi-

ately, the illustrated method shown in 1. 1 section may be realized. Not only can it

directly measure Beta emissivity from the sum emission of Alpha and Beta, but it

can simultaneously discriminate between Alpha and Beta emissivities by two paths

at the same time.

1. 3 Reduced ^-Background to Hold Down Lowest Measured Limit

Two technical steps of shield and the anticoincidence must be used to reduce [3-

background. In order to evaluate the effect of the anticoincident step. We give out

the observed quantity from Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, So let us analyze and contrast Eq. 2

and Eq. 3.

(2)

B = n<»Jnm M = Bl (3)

Where: £«• is the anticoincident efficiency of this instrument with eliminated p-back-

ground, n^i,, H2J«,, /̂ pi. are, respectively, the outputs count-rates of background from

main-anode path, anticoincidence and anticoincident output path. B and M are the

remained portion of (B-background and the reduced multiple of original background

respectively.

2 THE INSTRUMENT ASSEMBLY

In order to bring the merit of high detective efficiency and bigger count capaci-

ty of a multiwire proportion counter into full play, and to surmount a present draw-

back of multiwire proportion counter,a detector of a and |3 must be used to discrimi-

nate the emissivities between a and p in just one time simultaneously and to sur-

mount the electric accumulation at the surface of samples. Thus, the stability and

the accuracy of the instrument in measuring working can be ensured.

2. 1 The Structure of the Box-type Detector
2- 1. 1 High efficiency a (3 detector (see Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1 The structure diagram of high efficiency a (3 detector

1 gas-mouths 2 electric screen pole of zero-potentiali 3 main-anodei

4 vice-anodes 5 cathodes 6 insulation post s

7 contact of the anodet 8 samples tray.

Set up anode-wire plane and the electric screen plane of zero-potential in the

closed cathode of vessel form which possesses of a gas in-out nozzle. The anode-

wire plane and electric screen plane with zero-potential and a cathode are insulated

each other. The anode-wire plane and a cathode are separately joined to contact of

the anode and a cathode. Set up of a sample enter which can open and seal on the

closed cathode of vessel form. The anodewire plane is specially composed of two

conductive wire planes which are each other parallel and insulated. Two conductive

wire planes separately join to two anode contact, i, e. , essentially this detector is

set in two characteristic anode-wire plane. Thus, when this detector is in use, we

can separately exert differential high-voltage on anode-contact, and make the pro-

duced high-voltage electric field of main-anode wire plane existed in (3-plateau, and

the produced high-voltage electric-field of vice-anode wire plane existed in a-

plateau. A sample of simultaneously emmiting a and (3 is laid on the sample-tray

(sensitive area j6 100 mm), and a sample-tray is to be located between its cathode

and electric screen plane with zero-potential, and also working-gas is flowing

through this detector. The contact of a main-anode and vice-anode is simultaneously

outputting two paths signals of the emissivity of (a + [3) and a, to provide an antico-

incident circles to treat. The incremental electric screen of zero-potential on both

vice-anode and cathode is specially set for stably measuring emissivity of Alpha and

Beta from sample with less surface conductivity.

2. 1- 2 Anticoincident detector
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The anticoincident detector is an ordinary mutliwire proportional counter

which sensitive area is jS 300 mm. The provided gas CH4 enters anticoincident detec-

tor, exits from the high efficiency a |3 detector. "The high efficiency a [3 detector"

and the anticoincident detector are counstituted in a lead chamber.

470 pH3-Q-Q

Fig. 2 The diagram of whole instrument

1. "high efficiency o |3 detector" with electric screen of zero potential i

2. anticoincident multiwire proportional counteri 3. high voltage (HV)i

4. preamplifier i 5. main-amplifiers 6. discriminator; 7. low voltage i

8. anticoincidence! 9. four paths counter with alternated bust

10. data display and treat system of microcomputer i 11. energy spectra analyse system.

2- 2 The Instrument Assembly
The box-detector, whole set of truck-type NIM group with double anticoinci-

dence, the self-developed four-paths counter with alternated bus which sets up to

on-line interface with a microcomputer, may make into two purposes integral equip-

ment. If it is allocated to energy analyzer, and it can be made into third purpose in-

tegral equipment (see Fig. 2).

3 THE PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION

Get into operation and check if instrument is regular, and lead in CH< gas on

60 gas bubbles/min~120 gas bubbles/min.

3. 1 Background and Lowest Measuring Limit of the Instrument

3- 1. 1 (3-background of detector

The measured background of the working detector and the anticoincident de-

tector before and after assembling are shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4. We can see clearly

from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, after assembled into lead chamber of ]0 cm thick lead shield

the two detectors' background is reduced to 2/7 of before.
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of anticoincident detector
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Fig. 6 HV plateau of a background

of working detector

Fig. 5 HV plateau of |3 background

and its remained portion of

working detector

The HV plateau of background and its remained portion of working detector

at anticoincidence to reduce (3-background, and the ended up background of a and |3

at simultaneous discrimination are set up in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5, it has equiv-

alent effect on reducing ^-background at high-voltage plateau of Beta, ordinary

background of working detector is all reduced to 1/10 of before. The anticoincident

efficiency of the reduced p-background is about 13. 5%. Final background is ^

0. 12 s~l. Final a-background is < 0 . 017 s"1.

This character of the instrument ensures real emissivity from emitting pure |3

and the same emitted sample. Thereby, it provides practical bases for the slope na-

ture of high-voltage and discrimination plateau from sample, and it also ensures real



emissivity of Alpha and Beta.

3. 1. 2 a-background of working detector

When working detector of the instrument is working at measuring-area of a,

the measured high-voltage and the discrimination plateau are shown in Fig. 6 and

Fig. 7. The obtained a-background is < 1 . 0 min"1 (0.017s"1)

1.00

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
threshoM/V

10.0

Fig. 7 a-background discrimination plateau of working detector

3. 1. 3 Lowest measuring limit

Depending on measured background above and a following stability measure-

ment of background on 24 h , we adopt common equation of lowest measuring limit

to compute and determine, nin ((3) ^ 1 . 2 min"1 (0. 02 s ~ ' ) , nu2 (a) ^ 0 . 9 min"1

(0. 015 s"1) . Therefore, if presuppose on absolute measuring accuracy, prescribing

limit value will be determined separately.

3- 2 High Voltage Plateau of Working Detector

Set up a 2 multiple noise potential as discrimination threshold on output signal

of main-anode, and determine high-voltage counter plateau under separate and si-

multaneous measuring, specificative data of the plateau are collected in Table 1.

Various pictures of the plateau are shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9.

Table 1 specif icative date of the plateau

name and face

state of sample

81-20

2 1 «

filter paper

8353 plastic

KCI

1-5-26

82-50-468

radio nuclide

" !Pu

m P u

u...

u...
!H
"C

u..,
'"Sr-'-Y

active area

^/mm

50

50

50

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

50

working model

sapa a

simu a

simu (3

sapa a

.simu a

.simu (3

simu (3

simu J3

simu {3

simu {3

simu (3

length of

plateau

V
450

350

•100

500

450

450

500

600

600

650

600

slope of

plateau

K100 v
3.4

3 .8

5. 6

14. 0

16.0

0. 16

0. 9

2 . 3

1.3

0. 14

1.2

Notes: Sapa Separates Simu Simultaneous.



4 .00
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£3.00

§2.00

1.00

1 . 7 1 . 8 1 . 9 2 . 0 2.1 2 . 2 2 . 3 2 . 4 2 . 5 2 . 6 2 . 7 2 . 8 2 . 9 3 . 0 3 . 1 3.2

HV/kV

Fig. 8 a, (3 HV plateau of ""Pu-source

I. g 2 . 0 2 . 2 2 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 8 3 . 0 3 . 2 3 . 4

Fig. 9 a, |3 HV plateau of U ^ , ^ ^

1.
0.

If
I o."

1.
0.

1.
0.

00 - the slope 0. 9
90

the slope 2. 3 . .
00- —"—*-
90
00
90

00
90

'H(fiher-paper)

" C (polyinethyl)

#50 4#K
- the slope 1. 5

the slope 0 . 1 4

the slope 1. 2

#50

1*50

#50

2. 3 2. 4 2. 5 2 . 6 2. 7 2. 8 2 -9 3. 0 3 . 1 3 . 2

HV/VV

Fig. 10 HV plateau of (J-source

and Fig. 10. Fig. 10 indicates, when proportion counter is working on proportional

area, measured emissivity of (3-sources (or samples) should not be corrected with

false count. This conclusion is right. When the gas multiplexing reaches to the spec-

ified value, the plus of second emitting exceeds discrimination threshold from this

time, the false count will appear, and count-rates will intensely rise with high volt-

age rising, and the distinct boundary will appear. This demarcation point is its

plateau end. As for reason of intensly changing count-rates after a high-voltage
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plateau end, it is not false count, just in time, it is taking the notes of the interalter-

native electrons and (3 in radionuclide decay of a emitter. For this reason t the slope

of high-voltage plateau of this instrument is distributed function of little energy of

emitted particles. In the past, the stability of sources with less surface conductivity

which was possessed of or not possessed of electric screen of zero-potential was

comparatively measured. Measuring data which were possessed of electric screen of

zero-potential were regular and stable. Measuring data which were not possessed of

electric screen of zeropotential rose and fell intensely. For metallic sources measured

data were all stable and regular, i. e. , no matter it was possessing of or not possess-

ing of electric screen zeropotential. The distributed ratio of little energy particles

was a bit increasing, the slope of high-voltage plateau was bigger. We measured dis-

crimination plateau and constrasted both these two detectors. The measuring values

of any sources were in accordance of about + 0 . 5%. Setting up electric screen of

zero-potential ensured precision of measuring values. This conclusion have been

proved from constracting results with "calibrating instrument of plane sources of

Alpha and Beta".

3- 3 Sensilive Area or Working Detector

We set many points in <j> 135 mm

frame, depending on characteristic of elec-

trie field and fixed up wires in working de-

tector. We measure emissivity of same

point source on each point, and classify

them to one toward symmetry center (see

Fig. 11 ). Again, correctly measure a-

source of nature uranium (Unhl) and (3-

source of 9"Sr-90Y (active area is 5* 100

mm) that sources are measured by multi-

wire proportion counter of bigger sensitive

area. The accordance of the emissivities is

proved. The sensitive area of working de-

tector reaches that of j6 100 mm.

3- 4 Detective Efficiency

the area of the eud effect

F'g- The sensitive area of

working detector

In order to bring the merit of high detective efficiency, we measure discrimina-

tion plateau at the fixed high-voltage (see Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). The mea-

sured linearing of this discrimination plateau is proved better discrimination, and



conclusion above the high-voltage plateau. Detective efficiency reaches the optimum

O 9 8 % ) where the value of fixed up high-voltage is 50 V before plateau end. The

cut-off energy is about 100 eV which equals two-multiples homologous energy of

the noise. These facts tell us when determining the emissivity of sample at fixed

threshold, corrected emissivities for different samples should not be corrected with

constant and unchangeable loss factor of little energy particles. If precise emissivity

is demanded altitudely, the difference of various samples should be highly cared.

Else would be no precision.

1.000

1.000

0.900

1.000

1.000

0.900

I/.., 1100 21**

r.« # 100 21 n •

1.0 2. 03. 04.0 5. 0 6. 0 7. 08- 0 9. 010. 0

threhold/V

1.000

0.900

1.000

0.900

— - ^

i i i

•°Sr- M Y #100

83-1 "—"••—•

»Sr-"Y #100
• -r ,

83̂ 9 *~~* * — •
i i i i i I i

1.0 2. 0 3. 0 4.0 5. 0 6. 0 7. 0 8- 0 9. 0 10. 0

threshold/V

Fig. 12 Un., and "Ti i simultaneous

discriminative plateau

Fig. 13 "'Sr-^'Y discrimination plateum

1.000
0.900

1.000
0.900

1.000

1.000
0.900

1.000
0.900

_ V

"C (polymethyl) #20

8348
UC (poly methyl) #50

8353
U», #50

1-5-26
•H (filter-paper) #50

"K(Kcl)#50
» » » » • « » »

i k i i I t i i

1 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 4 . 0 5 . 0 6 . 0 7 . 0 8 . 0 9 . 0 1 0 . 0

t h r e s h o l d / V

Fig. 14 The discrimination platea of p-sources

3- 5 Dead Time and Upper Limit of Measurmenl
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The dead time will be determined with double sources method under separate

measuring and simultaneous measuring. The changing range of selected emissivities

is within 4X 103~2X 104 s"1.

3- 5. 1 The dead time of single radiation (a or {3) under separate measuring of the

instrument is decided by the dead time of signal path on main-anode, its change is

submitted to Eq. 4. Its absolute error of measurement is determined by Eq. 5.

Where M,, n2 are individual emissivity of two sources in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5.

rd = 0.55 + 1.934 X 10- s(«, + n2) CpiS) (4)

Ar,, = Cl. 84 X 10"15 -j- 2. 05 X l O " 2 3 ^ 4- «2)2 +

3 .74X10- 2 3 (« 1 + « 2 ) ) w (5) (5)

If the corrected factor of the dead time is fixed up to 1. 015. the measured up-

per limit of unipolar emissivity may be defined to 2 X 10' s"1 (i .e. 1. 2 X 106

min"1).

3. 5- 2 The dead time of mixed radiation of Alpha and Beta is simultaneous dis-

criminated by the instrument^, e. , the dead time of Alpha CrnCa)} in mixture radi-

ation (o+p) . Its change is submitted to Eq. 6. Its error of measurement is equal to

Eq. 5.

rd(o) = 1 .50+ 1.934 X l<r5Oi, + n») (/is) (6)

If the corrected factor is considered as the same as the measured upper limit of

each emissivity in mixed emissivity, it may be defined to 9X 103 s"1 (i. e. 5 X 105

min"1).

3 6 O • y) Sensivity and y~y Anticoincident Efficiency

The expressed response of Y on (3 measuring range is (J3 • 7) sensitivity. The

relation between count-rates and this specificative quantity of reflected instrument

and its detectivity is as Eq. 7.

£(/? • 7),: = (11*, ~ »,Ph)/»or (7)

Where.. Us 1, 2. C in Eq. 7. which shows the names of the working detector,

anticoincident detector and j3 outputs of the instruments. ?ij shows the response of V
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on each detector. nOr is the activity of Y-sources.

Having been proved t the anticoincident efficiency of 7-7 (e*,c) depends on

7) sensitivity of two detectors. Its relation is shown in Eq. 8.

(8)

Table 2 The measured results

Y-source

*" Am

"'Cs

"Co

working-detector

0. 0032

0. 0034

0.0101

anticoincident

detector

-

0. 00080

0. 0027

€„.,„

0. 0032

0. 003)

0.0101

instrument

2.

2.

~

92X10 6

73X10 '

The measured results are collected in Table. 2. Considering the existence of 7-

7 anticoincidence in determining Beta-source of 60Co e<j.T> of this instrument is

0. 00874.

3- 7 Bela Loss on Accidental Anticoincidence

3- 7. 1 To reduce the caused loss on the anticoincidence for eliminated background

of Beta, the selected highest count-rates of Beta on main-anode path in working de-

tector, and the count-rates of the anticoincident path are all participated the acci-

dental anticoincedence. Its resolution time of anticoincidence is selected as rR = 4 fis.

According to the equation, the accidental coincidence is estimated. The loss of Beta

particles from the cleared Beta sample is about 0. 0028%. The loss of Beta particles

from Beta sample of the associated 7 emission should actually be determined and de-

fined. The response of 7 increases the accidental anticoincidence, but the caused loss

of (3 particles is much less than the actual required precision. The caused loss for
137Cs is about 0. 016%. The caused loss for 6<1Co is about 0. 086%.

3- 7- 2 The anticoincidence for simultaneous discrimination of Alpha and Beta.

When the selected highest count-rates within (a+(3) path and a path are participat-

ing the accidental anticoincidence, the resolution time of the anticoincidence is se-

lected as Tn — 2 /is. According to the equation the accidental coincidence is estimat-

ed. The biggest loss of Beta is about 1.4%.

3- 8 Intersection Effect of Simultaneous Discrimination

For metallic sources,the measured high-voltage plateau,and measured discrim-
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ination plateau and the emissivities under the simultaneous discriminative measuring

are all the same as the separating measuring. When measuring Beta-source of MC»

the counts of Alpha path increases with the high-voltage after Beta plateau end. But

it causes a drop of clear Beta count (see "C in Fig. 10). When the high-volage is

pre-selected to 50 V drop, and is precisely measured, the controlled influence may

be lowered to 0. 6 %.

3-9 Stability

When the instrument on the simultaneous discrimination of Alpha and Beta

keeps working twenty-four hours, and separately measuring the background, and

the emissivity of 2034 min"1 from 239Pu Alpha-source and the emissivity of 67818

min"1 from HC (J-source of made up polymethyl, every measurement is continuous-

ly given out at each five minutes. The obtained results are divided into twenty-four

groups according to per hours. The sampling quantity of any group is twelve, which

is separately analyzed with two mathematics and statistics; first type is examined on

the ratio F = Sfi/S2, where the square difference of the average values is within any

group CS'2) and the sum (5 2 ) , second type is examined on ' V . The examined re-

sults is shown in Table. 3.

Table 3 The measured rcsules

examined name

simul background a

P
"'Pu a

P
u c p

F=S"/S'

0. 005

0.04

0.006

0.03

0.02

<f,.,,

2.85

2.85

2. 85

2.85

2. 85

I/I

0. 55

0. 22

0. 55

0. 55

0.77

/o. oi

2.94

2.94

2.94

2.94

2.94

Two type examined results show that the relatively error of the stability are all

< 0. 1 % (the believable degree is bigger than 99%). The Alpha background is

(0. 5 + 0. 2) min"1. The Beta background is (5- 0 + 1 . 4) min"1.

3- 10 Precision

This instrument is comparatively measured with "calibrating instrument of

plane sources of Alpha and Beta". The constrasting results of two type instrument

are given in Table 4. The average values are the same within ± 1 % .
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name of a sample

81-20

81-22

50-364

21

8353

8348

1-5-26

83-9

Table 4

radionuclide

'"Pu

"'Pu

"'Pu

"'Pu

"9Pu

"'Pu

"'Pu

U-.

U-.

U«,

"C

"C

U,..,

,<,Sr.,oy

comparison of 2TT cmissivity/min

active area/^

50

50

50

20

20

20

50

100

100

100

50

20

50

100

working state

sapa a

simul a

simul P

sapa a

simul a

simul p

sapa a

sapa a

simul a

simul j3

simul P

Simul P

simul P

.simul P

CIPS-

20759

-

63205"

2052

-

6045"

2083

610

-

1400"

69239

39432

2287

27827

DB-1900

20812

21092

63380

2041

2034

6022

2098

611

615

1399

69375

39710

2263

27896

4- "Calibrating instrument of plane source of Alpha and Beta"

• This (3 emissivity is obtained from C (a+P> —a]

4 APPLICATION

From the beginning in June, 1991 tit has been used to determine many samples

of lower level for simultaneous emitting Alpha and Beta (see Table 5~Table 8) .

Table

quantity of soil
mg

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

s a (3 cmissivity of added

added UM, liquid
ml

0. 00

0.25

0.50

0. 75

1.00

1.25

1.5

1.75

2 .0

UM , soil

emissivity/min '

Q

3. 0

-

9. 3

11.5

14-4

16.9

18.4

21.0

24. 5

P

10.1

-

4(i. 9

59.8

73.7

97.4

113. 1

133.0

HO. 3
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Table

name

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6 The emissivity of

quality of sample
mg

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

samples proved by CPHP"

emissivity/min

a

5. 9

6.0

12.6

2.7

2.2

2.4

1.8

2.1

3.2

2.2

P

92.0

27.6

40.0

36.1

40.4

33.6

30.4

26. 2

28.7

27.4

• Chengdu Plntform of Health Protect
Table 7 cmissivity of the carry scale Table 8 The cmissivity of divided

layer syntctics filter

name

29

6

15

16

emissivity/min '

a

18.3

19. 3

13- 1

10. 7

P

85. 1

86. 5

51. 1

46. 3

divided name

32-1

32-2

32-3

32-4

0.

0.

1.

0.

emissivity/min

a

7665

5223

0316

5565

- 1

P
36.0

6.0

2 .3

1.5

The given emissivity was all the measuring values of anticoincident discrimina-

tion as the high plateau end and the same of the values at no threshold ensured. The

range of measured specific energy response was on 18- 6̂— 2296 keV. For the first

time the relation of the emissivity of the pork with its qualitative thickness had been

given (as same as Fig. 15). First time obtained the energy spectra of emitting Beta

of 3H and 14C with less surface conductivity (as Fig. 16). First time obtained the

energy spectra of emitting Alpha of 241Am and 239Pu . We probed into the method

to simultaneously differentiate the isotope and its emissivity in sum total Alpha e-

missivity from low level sample (the detail informantion is shown in other report).

It is a good quality means for measuring radiations of Alpha and Beta in radionu-

clide metrology technique. The instrument ensures the radionuclide and its half-de-

cay time from active film of the unusual neutron irradiation at research of anoma-

lous effects in Deuterium/Metal systems, and proves the reliable criterion of neu-

tron existance.
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5 10 15 20 25 30 35

The quaUthre thickneWmg • cm"1

Fig. 15 The self relation of the

emissivity pork with

qualitative thicknesss

•H fihe-pater
"C polymethyl

active area ^60
channles width 8mV

J L
240 280 300 channies

Fig. 16 The emitting spectra of p

particles from three sources of

different face conductivity

JT "'Am

— »"Pu

channle* width 8mV

810 830 850 870 890 1000 channle.

Fig. 17 The emitted spectrum of a particles from two palne-sources

5 CONCLUSION

As summarized above, the specification data of the instrument are advanced.

Using the developed "High efficiecy a (3 detector" with electric screen of zero-poten-

tial-multiwire proportion counter with the double anode and electric screen of zero-

potential, two technique obstructions can be solved with high efficiency discrimina-

18



tion: it can stably measure dry samples with less surface conductivity. Not only can

it directly measure Beta emissivity from the sum emission of Alpha and Beta, but it

can simultaneously discriminate between Alpha and Beta emissivities by two paths

in just one itme. It provides a good quality means for the radionuclide metrology

technique.
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